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called the independentvariable and the othersare, or were, called functionsor
dependent variables. These functionsmay have derivatives and also physical
dimensions.The independentvariable has a derivativetoo; thus all the variables
in this contextare functionsin this sense. The abstract functionsof pure mathematics may have derivativesbut do not have physicaldimensions.
In some calculus books a variable is definedto be a symbolwhichstands for
any element of a class; that is, "variable" means "common noun." This grammatical variable should not be confusedwith the variable quantity of applied
mathematics.
2. A rationalnumberis defined,e.g. by E. Landau, Foundations ofAnalysis,
New York, 1960, to be an equivalence class of fractions,such as { 23, M, ,
A fractionis an orderedpair of integers.Distinct but equivalent fractionshave
denominators.Thus the equivalence class of orderedpairs is a function.
different
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SOME MODERN MATHEMATICAL METHODS IN THE THEORY OF LION HUNTING'
OTTO MORPHY,

D.Hp. (Dr. ofHypocrisy)

It is now 30 years since the appearance of H. Petard's classic treatise [2] on
the mathematicaltheoryof big game hunting.These years have seen a remarkable developmentof practical mathematical techniques. It is, of course, generally known that it was Petard's famous letterto the presidentin 1941 that led
to the establishmentof the Martini Project, the legendary crash program to
develop new and more efficientmethods for search and destroy operations
against the axis lions. The InfernalBureaucratic Federation (IBF) has recently
declassifiedcertain portions of the formerlytop secret Martini Project work.
Thus we are now able to reveal to the world,forthe firsttime, these important
new applications of modern mathematics to the theory and practice of lion
hunting.As has become standard practice in the discipline [2] we shall restrict
our attentionto the case of lions residingin the Sahara Desert [3]. As noted by
Petard, most methods apply, more generally, to other big game. However,
method (3) below appears to be restrictedto the genus Felis. Clearly, more
researchon this importantmatteris called for.
1. (Surgical method) A lion may be regardedas an orientablethree-manifold
with a nonemptyboundary. It is known [4] that by means of a sequence of
surgical operations (known as "spherical modifications"in medical parlance)
the lion can be renderedcontractible.He may then be signed to a contractwith
Barnum and Bailey.
2. (Logical method) A lion is a continuum.Accordingto Cohen's theorem
[5] he is undecidable (especially when he must make choices). Let two men
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approach him simultaneously.The lion, unable to decide upon which man to
attack, is then easily captured.
3. (Functorial Method) A lion is not dangerous unless he is somewhat gory.
Thus the lion is a category. If he is a small categorythen he is a kittygory[6]
and certainlynot to be feared.Thus we may assume, withoutloss of generality,
that he is a properclass. But then he is not a memberof the universeand is certainly not of any concernto us.
topology) The lion is a three-manifoldembedded
4. (Method of differential
in euclidean 3-space. This implies that he is a handlebody [7]. However, a lion
which can be handled is tame and will enterthe cage upon request.
5. (Sheaf theoreticmethod) The lion is a cross-section [8] of the sheaf of
germsoflions [9] on the Sahara Desert. Merely alter the topologyof the Sahara,
makingit discrete.The stalks of the sheafwill then fallapart releasingthe germs
which attack the lion and kill it.
6. (Method of transformationgroups) Regard the lion as a surface. Represent each point of the lion as a coset of the group of homeomorphismsof the lion
modulo the isotropygroup of the nose (consideredas a point) [10]. This represents the lion as a homogeneousspace. That is, this representationhomogenizes
the lion. A homogenizedlion is in no shape to put up a fight[II].
7. (Postnikov method) A male lion is quite hairy [12] and may be regarded
as being made up offibers.Thus we may regardthe lion as a fiberspace. We may
then constructa Postnikov decomposition [13] of the lion. This being done, the
lion, being decomposed, is dead and in bad need of burial.
8. (Steenrod algebra method) Consider the mod p cohomologyring of the
lion. We may regard this as a module over the mod p Steenrod algebra. Doing
this requiresthe use of the table of Steenrod cohomologyoperations [14]. Every
elementmust be killed by some of these operations.Thus the lion will die on the
operating table.
9. (Homotopy method) The lion has the homotopy type of a one-dimensional complexand hence he is a K(ir, 1) space. If 7ris noncommutativethen the
lion is not a memberof the internationalcommutistconspiracy [15] and hence
he must be friendly.If 7ris commutativethen the lion has the homotopytype
of the space of loops on a K(7r, 2) space [13]. We hire a stunt pilot to loop the
loops, therebyhopelesslyentanglingthe lion and renderinghim helpless.
10. (Covering space method) Cover the lion by his simplyconnected covering space. In effectthisdecks the lion [16]. Grab himwhilehe is down.
11. (Game theoreticmethod) A lion is big game. Thus, a fortiori,he is a
game. Thereforethereexists an optimal strategy [17]. Follow it.
12. (Group theoreticmethod) If there are an even number of lions in the
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Sahara Desert we add a tame lion. Thus we may assume that the group of
Sahara lions is of odd order. This rendersthe situation capable of solution according to the work of Thompson and Feit [18].
We conclude with one significantnonmathematicalmethod:
13. (Biological method) Obtain a numberof planarians and subject them to
repeated recordedstatements,saying:"You are a planarian." The wormsshould
shortlylearn thisfactsince theymust have some suspicionsto thiseffectto start
with. Now feedthe wormsto the lion in question. The knowledgeof the planarians is then transferredto the lion [19]. The lion, now thinkingthat he isa
planarian, will proceed to subdivide. This process, while natural for the planarian, is disastrousto the lion [20].
Ed. note: Prof.Morphyis the namesakeof his renownedaunt, the authorof the famous
as
series of epigramsnow popularlyknownas Auntie Otto Morphismsor euphemistically
epimorphisms.
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